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Communicated by the Editors 
We show that the coverage error of confidence intervals and level error of 
hypothesis tests for population quantiles constructed using the bootstrap estimate 
of sample quantile variance is of precise order n -“* in both one- and two-sided 
cases. This contrasts markedly with more classical problems, where the error is of 
order ,-‘I2 in the one-sided case, but n-’ in the two-sided case, and results from 
an unusual feature of the Edgeworth expansion in that the leading term, of order 
n-r’*, is proportional to a polynomial containing both odd and even powers of the 
argument. Our results also show that for two-sided confidence intervals and 
hypothesis tests, and in large samples, the bootstrap variance estimate is inferior to 
the Siddiqui-Bloch-Gastwirth variance estimate provided the smoothing parameter 
in the latter is chosen to minimize coverage/level error. b 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The bootstrap estimate of variance of a sample quantile was introduced 
by Maritz and Jarrett [9] and Efron [4]. It is frequently used to “Studen- 
tize” sample quantiles, either explicitly in the construction of confidence 
intervals for population quantiles, or implicitly in statements of accuracy 
such as “sample quantile plus or minus two standard errors.” Its numerical 
performance in these contexts, with particular reference to coverage 
accuracy of two-sided confidence intervals for the median, has been studied 
in depth (McKean and Schrader [lo]; Sheather and McKean [ll]). In 
the present paper we provide theoretical confirmation of the results of these 
studies, by stating and proving an Edgeworth expansion which describes 
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the precise order of coverage accuracy of bootstrap-Studentized confidence 
intervals for population quantiles. We show that the coverage error of 
confidence intervals is of size n-i’* in both one- and two-sided cases. This 
contrasts with more standard problems, such as confidence intervals for 
location based on the Studentized mean, where coverage error is of size 
n-1/2 for one-sided intervals but n- ’ for two-sided intervals. 
A major competitor of the bootstrap variance estimate is that proposed 
by Siddiqui [I21 and Bloch and Gastwirth [2], where the variance 
estimate is based on a density estimate. It is known that when the smooth- 
ing parameter, m, in this quantity is chosen in a manner which is optimal 
for coverage accuracy (meaning that m 2: n213), the resulting two-sided con- 
fidence interval has coverage error of precise order n ~ 2’3 as sample size, n, 
increases. On the other hand, when the smoothing parameter is chosen in 
a manner which optimizes the pointwise convergence rate (m ‘v n4”), the 
coverage error is larger, of precise order nP215. A third proposal, the so- 
called “Normal quantile” method, studied by McKean and Schrader [lo] 
and Sheather and McKean [ 111, has m N n’j2 and results in coverage error 
of precise order .-I”. All these conclusions are clear from the Edgeworth 
expansions in Hall and Sheather [6]. In the present paper we show that 
if the bootstrap variance estimate is used to standardize for scale, the 
resulting confidence intervals (either one- or two-sided) have coverage 
error of precisely the same order as the “Normal quantile” method, and of 
smaller order than the method which uses m N n4”. The simulation studies 
reported by McKean and Schrader [lo] and Sheather and McKean [ 111 
confirm that bootstrap-Studentized and Normal-quantile intervals perform 
similarly in the case of the median, and that both are superior to those 
derived via the m 2: n415 method. In fact, by comparing expansions of 
coverage error for Normal-quantile and bootstrap-Studentized intervals, 
we demonstrate that nominal 90% and 95% bootstrap-Studentized inter- 
vals for extreme quantiles have smaller coverage error than the corre- 
sponding Normal-quantile intervals. 
From a theoretical viewpoint, a fascinating feature of our results is that 
they show the Edgeworth expansion of coverage accuracy to have first 
term, of order n- li2, proportional to a polynomial containing both odd and 
even powers of the argument. We give a heuristic explanation of this 
phenomenon in the next section. In more standard problems, the polyno- 
mial of order .-‘j2 is even, and so its influence cancels from two-sided con- 
fidence intervaIs, which therefore have coverage error of order np ‘. The 
fact that the leading polynomial is not even in the case of the bootstrap- 
Studentized quantile explains why the coverage accuracy of both one- and 
two-sided confidence intervals is of order n-l/*. 
It is known (Hall and Martin [7]) that under very weak conditions on 
the underlying distribution, the bootstrap variance estimate considered as 
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a point estimator has relative error of precise order n ~ ‘14. One might there- 
fore expect the Edgeworth expansion of a Studentized quantile to have 
leading term of order nP ‘14. (For example, the leading term when variance 
is estimated by the Siddiqui-Bloch-Gastwirth estimator, and when the 
estimator is constructed so as to converge at the optimal point rate of 
n m215, is of order n 2/5 .) As our proof will show, there is indeed a term of 
nominal order np ‘j4 in our expansions. However, its size is proportional to 
a coefficient of correlation between two asymptotically Normal random 
variables which turn out to be asymptotically independent, with the result 
that its precise order is n-l”, not np1’4. 
An alternative means of constructing confidence intervals for quantiles is 
to use the “sign test” or “binomial” method. This results in intervals whose 
coverage may be computed precisely within a restricted range of values. In 
general, the distance of the nearest of any of these values from a nominal 
level, such as 0.95, is of precise order n - ‘I2 for both one-sided and 
two-sided intervals. In this sense, bootstrap-Studentized intervals perform 
similarly to sign-test intervals. 
Our results are reported and discussed in the next section. The proof of 
our main theorem is outlined in Section 3. 
2. RESULTS 
Let X, Xi, X,, . . . denote independent and identically distributed obser- 
vations from a distribution with distribution function F. Let X,, < 
X”, < ‘. . d X,, denote the order statistics of the sample Xi, . . . . X,, and 
given 0 <p < 1, put r = [np] + 1, where [np] is the integer part of np. 
Assume the p’th population quantile, tP, defined by F(t,) =p, is unique. 
We take the p’th sample quantile to be X,,,. The bootstrap estimate of the 
variance, a*, of X,, is 






wj E r xr-‘(1 -x)n-rdx. 
r (i-1)/n 
See Maritz and Jarrett [9] and Efron [4]. (When p = 4 and n is even, the 
sample median is often defined by $(X, ,,,* + X,,n,2 + i). There, g2 admits a 
more complicated formula given by Ma&z and Jarrett [9].) 
As expected, the bootstrap-Studentized quantile (X,, - <,)/c? is 
asymptotically Normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance. 
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This follows from the usual central limit theorem for X,, (see, for example, 
David [3, p. 2551) and from the fact that 6~’ tends to unity as n + co 
(Ghosh, Parr, Singh, and Babu, [S]; Babu [ 11). Our interest centers on 
the rate at which this Normal limit is approached. By way of regularity 
conditions, assume that f= t;’ and its first two derivatives exist and are 
bounded in a neighbourhood of tp, and that f(<,) > 0. Suppose also that 
for some E > 0, E 1x1” < co. Define @ and 4 to be standard Normal distribu- 
tion and density functions, respectively. Put E, z [np] + 1 - np, 
and 
Q~(z)~~{p(l--p)}~1’2(1+p)(z2-1)-~[{p(1--p)}~1’2p+{p(l-p)}”2 
xf’(&Lm,)-‘I z2- (PC1 -P,}-1’2{+(f -p)+E,}. 
Note that Q,(z) is an odd polynomial, whereas Q?(z) is even. 
THEOREM. Under the above regularity conditions, 
sup IPWl,- r&J/ 66z)-@(z)-n-1’2{Q,(z)+Q2(~)} #(z)l m<z<m 
= O(ne314), 
Remark 2.1. Let z,-~ denote the solution of @(.a, -.) = 1 -a for 
O<cr<l. The intervals I,=(--co,X,,+dz,_.] and Z2=[X,,r-Bz1-C,,2j, 
xiv + BZl -(m/2)1 are both confidence intervals for 5, with nominal coverage 
1 - ~1. Their actual coverages are, by the theorem, 
P(~,EZ~)= 1 -cr+n-“2{Q,(zl_.)-Q2(zI-.)} 4(z1-.)+O(n-3’4) (2.1) 
and 
Z’(<,EZ~)= 1 -a++-1’22Q,(z,- ,ari2d d(zl - ca,21) + W-3’4). (2.2) 
Note that the even polynomial Q, has cancelled from the term of order 
n-‘/2 in formula (2.2). Expansions (2.1) and (2.2) show that coverage error 
is of precise order n ~ I/* in both one- and two-sided confidence intervals. 
Remark 2.2. Exactly the same expansions would be obtained if z, were 
a quantile of Student’s t distribution with n - v degrees of freedom (any 
fixed integer v, 1 < v Q n - 1) rather than a quantile of the Normal distribu- 
tion. The reason is that z, in the former case differs from z, in the latter case 
only by a term of order n - ‘, which is negligible relative to even the remainder 
terms in (2.1) and (2.2). 
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Remark 2.3. One simple application of the theorem is to relate the 
coverage errors of different types of confidence interval. For example, direct 
comparison of two-sided Normal quantile method (where c?,, - 
i{np(l -P)}“2m-1(X,.,+,--X,,._,,) and m=min(p, 1 -~)n”*) and 
bootstrap-Studentized intervals does not involve the value off at 5,. By 
comparing an expansion for the coverage error of a two-sided Normal- 
quantile interval (see Hall and Sheather [6]) with (2.2) it follows that the 
bootstrap-Studentized interval has better asymptotic coverage accuracy 
than the Normal quantile interval if and only if 
2 ~,~~a,~l>([nmax{p~1-l,(~~1-1)~1}]1’2-l)~1(1+2J2). 
In particular, for nominal 95% intervals (a =0.05), the bootstrap- 
Studentized interval has smaller asymptotic coverage error for p outside 
the interval (0.44, 0.55), and for nominal 90% intervals (c( = O.lO), the 
bootstrap-Studentized interval is better for p outside the interval 
(0.35, 0.65). 
Remark 2.4. The curious feature of the Edgeworth expansion of the 
distribution of the bootstrap-Studentized quantile, viz. that the term of 
order n- ‘I2 is proportional to a polynomial containing both odd and even 
powers of the argument, may be explained as follows. The Edgeworth 
expansion of a Studentized quantile consists, essentially, of a “main” series 
of terms decreasing in powers of n ~ ‘I*, arising from the numerator in the 
Studentized ratio, multiplied by a “secondary” series arising from the 
denominator. On the present occasion the secondary series decreases in 
powers of nP ‘14, since the variance estimate has relative error n- li4. 
However, it may be shown that the first term in the secondary series 
vanishes. For both series, the j’th term is even or odd according as j is odd 
or even, respectively. The term of order n l/2 in the combined series 
includes the first, even term of the main series and the second, odd term of 
the secondary series. 
Remark 2.5. In principle, it is possible to improve on the coverage 
error in expansions (2.1) and (2.2) by a one-term Edgeworth correction. In 
the case of two-sided intervals, such a correction is explicit, not depending 
on the value off at 5,. There, replacing ~i-(~,~) by y, -Ca,2j =zl -Ca,Z, - 
n-1’2QAz~-w2J in I,, the interval Z4= [Xnr-&yY--(a,2j, X,,+C$J-_,,,,,I 
has coverage, by the theorem, 
P(SpE14)= 1 -cc+O(n-3’4). 
In practice, however, such corrections are not successful in small to 
moderate samples, due to both the polynomial behaviour of coefficients in 
Edgeworth expansions and the large sample sizes required for such 
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improvements in coverage error to become apparent in simulations. It is 
not as easy to see how to apply a one-term Edgeworth correction in the 
one-sided case, where it is first necessary to estimate the values of S and f’ 
at 4,. In theory, replacing f and f’ by consistent estimators in the correc- 
tion allows the coverage error to be reduced, but again, in practice such 
corrections yield disappointing results in small to moderate samples. 
Remark 2.6. An immediate corollary of our theorem is that a 
Berry-Esseen theorem 
holds, as n + co. This result is available under somewhat weaker assump- 
tions than those stated prior to our theorem. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We shall use the so-called “delta method” to identify the Edgeworth 
expansion. Formal verification that the remainder is indeed of the stated 
order is relatively straightforward, and is given in detail in a related 
problem by Hall and Sheather [6]. It consists primarily of truncating the 
series in the definition of 6’ to a sum over values j satisfying 
lj-rl <C,n , iI2 for a large positive constant C,, and using Lemma 3.1 
below and the fact that E/XI” < cc (implying that E(maxj XEj) = 0(nC2) for 
some C2 >O) to show that the remainder can be made O(npC3) with 
probability tending to one for any given CX > 0, by choosing C, large. 
For any 6 > 0, and with probability tending to one faster than any power 
of n-i, max,,-j, G ,-,n~,~ 1 X,,j - tpl < 6. Now use the fact that f has two 
derivatives in a neighbourhood of t, to obtain an estimate of 82 with an 
easily controlled remainder. The argument below sketches the proof from 
this point on. 
Put H(x) = F-‘(e-“), and let /I,, . . . . /?, denote independent and 
identically distributed centered exponential random variables. Define 
mlj-min(r,j), rnzj-max(r,j)- 1, and s,zsgn(r-j), 
for 1 djdn. For future reference, note that H’(x)= -e--Yf{F-‘(e-.‘l)}-l 
and H”(x)= -H’(x)-e~2Xf’{F-1(e-“))f{F~1(e-“)}-3, whence it 
follows that 
fm)=5,+m-‘), H’(p)= -Rm,)-‘+w-‘1, 
H”(Co=Pf(5,)~‘-P2f’(5,)f(5,)~‘+o(n-’). 
(3.1) 
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Furthermore, 
tj= i k-1(1+&)= kP’(1 +bk)=/A+$j+6+6j. 
k=\ 
NOW, E(b2)=O(n-‘) and E(6:)=O(n~‘Ij-r1)=0(n-~“) uniformly in 
lj- z-1 < Cn”‘, f or any C > 0. By Renyi’s representation (David [ 3, p. 21 I), 
(Xn,, 1 <j<n) has the same distribution as (H(t,), 1 <j<nJ. Therefore, 
without loss of generality, 
X,j=H(/L+/Lj+d+dj) 
= H(P + PjLi) + t6 + s,) HI(P + Pj) + $62H”(P + P-j) + !I,? 
where R, denotes a random variable satisfying E/R,1 = O(K’/~) uniformly 
in lr-jl < Cn . “’ Hence, since ,u, = s,=o, 
x,!,-x,,=H(~+~,LJ)-H(Ct)+8(HI(~+~,)--H)(~L)) 
+ ~~2jH”(~++~)-H”(~)} +6J’(/~++j)+R2j. 
Since Ip,LJI = O(n-‘12) uniformly in Ir -jl Q Cn’j2 then IH@)(p + /Lj) - 
H’“‘(~)l = O(n- ‘I*) uniformly in such j’s for a = 0, 1, 2. Therefore, 
Next we examine the weights, wj. Define [ = (j- 1)/n, z E (j - r - 1) 
(n((l-[)}-“*, CT= (Ql-0}“2, and yrcr-‘(l-21), and put c-1 =0 if 
j = 1. The following lemma is readily proved from Bernstein’s inequality 
(see Hoeffding [S, p. 143) and Edgeworth expansion in the binomial 
distribution. 
LEMMA 3.1. There exist constants C,, C, > 0 such that 
wj = n -‘i2ap’qb(z)+n-‘o-1 bz(y(z2-6)-6ap’}4(z)+r, 
and lrjl <C,n-3’2exp{ -C,n-‘(j-r)‘} uniformly in 1 <j<n and nk 1. 
It follows that, given any C, >O, there exists C, >O such that 
Iw,I = O(neC3) uniformly in lj- rl > C4n”2. Our assumption that 
EJXI” < CXJ ensures that E(max,Xi,) = O(nC) for some C> 0. We may 
therefore deduce from (3.2) that 
d2=n jJ (X,,-X,,)*i+,=Ai(l +A,6+ U1+ U2)+0,(np3/4), (3.3) 
,=I 









A, = 2{pf’(5,)f(t,)-2- l} + o(n-“‘). 
Proof Elementary calculations show that 
p,=(r--j)r-1+$(r-j)2r-2+O(n-3/2), 
2 k-’ = lr -j( rp2 + O(n-‘), 
k=m,, 
uniformly in Ir -jl < Cn1j2, any C > 0. Thus, using Lemma 3.1, 
A;=n f: +‘(/L)*++‘(~)H”(~)+ 
j=l 
( kzi,,k-2) fW2} w, 
+ 0(n-‘) 
= n H’(p)“(n~)-~ 5 (r-j)’ wj + ( H’(,a)2 
j=l 
+ H(P) ~UP))(V-~ i (r-A3 w, 
j= 1 
+ H’(p)‘(np)-* i Ir -jl wj + O(n-‘) 
j= 1 1 
=n p -’ -2H’(~)2(np(l-p)}-1’2~~~(x2+~x~)~[x{np(l-p)}-1~2] dx 
+a@-‘) 
=P-2H’(~)2Cp(l -p)+ {2n-‘n-‘p(1 -p))“q +0(n-I), 
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A$4,=2nH’(p)H”(p) i p;w;+O(n- I’?) = 2p ‘( 1 -p) H’(p) H”(P) 
i= 1 
+ O(n-“2). 
The proof of the lemma is complete on noting (3.1). 
Calculations based on the facts E(d2)= O(n-‘) and 1?(6j)=O(n-~/‘) 
for IY -j/ 6 Cn”* give us S~n”~6=0,(1), S,~n’/~U,=0~(1), and 
S, = n1’*U2 = O,( 1). Define also qp E H(p), so that X,, - qp = 6H’(p) + 
$~‘H”(P) + 0,(ne3’*). This expansion, together with (3.3) gives us 
(X,,-qp)/d=BoS[l -n- 1’4~S,+np”2{+(B,-A,)S-~S,++S~}] 
+ O,(n p3’4), 
where B, E I-Z’(p)/& and B, E H”(p)/H’(p). Therefore, the moment 
generating function, $(tI), of Z E (X,, - rj,)/(B,&) satisfies 
No) = E(exp(W > 
= E(ees[ 1 - n-1’4$8SS, + np”‘{ t(B, -A,) f&S2 - +8SS2 + $tlSSy 
+ $e”S”ST}]) + O(np3’4). (3.4) 
That the remainder term in (3.4) is of the stated order follows under the 
regularity conditions imposed in Section 2. 
Next we treat in succession the terms of orders 1, H~“~, and n-l’* on the 
right-hand side of (3.4). Write 0: and ai, for variances of S and Si, respec- 
tively, and pss, for the coefficient of correlation between S and S,. Since 
E(ew(Bkt)) = (1 -f)- ‘e~‘=exp{$t2++t3+O(t4)} as t+O, 
n (nU2k-le)2+f i (n’:2k-le)3+o/ i (nwk-*)4 II k=r (k=r 
=exp($a2,02){1 +K”~+P~~(~ -p2)e3+o(n-l)). (3.5) 




cy= kfl dj, if rGk<n-1. 
Then, 
S,= i dj~j=‘~1k-1Dk~k-‘~1k-1Dk~k=S4-S3, 
j=l k=l k=r 
say. By independence of the bk’s, 
(3.6) 
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Now, 
E{exp(&S+wS,)}= fi Eexp{k-‘(n*‘28+D,o)p,) (3.7) 
k=r 
=exp f i {k-‘(n”28+Dkw)}2 
( k=r 
+ $ i {k-‘(n”28+&m))3 
k=r 




By Lemma 3.1, ID,] <C,~2~‘~exp(-C,n~’ 11. - k( 2), whence it follows that 
i [ {k-1(n1’28 + Dka)}4 + 1 {k-+.+*8 + Dk+3 
k=r 
-(k-1Dkm)31] < cn-“* 
for bounded 8 and o. Hence 
E{exp(BS+ OS,)} = exp( $0~e2 + pss,~s~s,&O + $i3~2 
+ const . w3) + O(n ~ ‘12), 
which in view of (3.6) suggests that 
- E(SS, 8’) = pss3 ~,a,,(1 + oGe2) exp(+&12) + O(n-‘j2). (3.8) 
The complete veracity of this result is easily deduced by working with the 
exact moment generating function at (3.7). Similar arguments show that, 
up to terms of order n - ‘14, and for T = S, S, , or S2, 
Substituting into (3.4) the results from (3.8) down, and (3.5), we obtain 
$(e)=(l +n -*14;psslbs0s3e(i + o;e2) 
+n-“2[$B, -A,) 02,e(i + a2,e2) - 4 ~ss,~,Os,e(i + 0; 82) 
+4p-*(1-~2)83+(~~~~,e)2{(t+~~~,)+o~e2(g+~~~~) 
+ $(a:e2)2 p’,,}]) exp($+12) + O(nP314), 
683/38/l-6 
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which on replacing 0 by 13/o, and inverting gives 
The final step is to evaluate the various constants appearing in (3.9), 
making use of (3.1) and the lemmas. Remembering that B, = H’( p)/,4,, and 
4 = H”(P)IH’( PL), 
~:.=P-l(l-p)+O(n-l), &)a,= -1+n~“2{2np(l-p)~~‘/2+O(n-‘), 
Bl -A1 = 1 -Pf’(S,)f(r,)-‘+ O(n-“2). 
Now, D, - -211~‘~{p/(l --p)}l12 #[(k - r)(np(l -p)}-1’2], for k 2 r, 
whence 
n-1 
a;,=a;,+a ;4=2aZ,,+O(n-1’2)=2 1 k-2D:+O(n-1’2) 
k=r 
=2{7tp(l -p)}-l’2+O(n-“2), 
-Pss,asas, = Pss,asas, = n 1f2C;=;k-2Dk = -n-1/4p--1 + O(n-‘/2). 
Finally, 
psszasas2 = n2A;‘E(/?f) i 
J--1 
H’( p + pj)’ w, 1 kp3 = O(n-1’2). 
j=r+l k=r 
Hence by (3.9), 
P{(X,,-~,)/~dz}=Qi(z)+n~1~2(f{~~(l-p)}-1~2z(z2+1+2~) 
+i{p(l -p)}-“2(1 +p)(z”- 1) 
-iz2[{p(l -p)}-“Q 
+ {Al -P))1’2f’(Sp)f(r,)-21) 4(z)+ W-3’4). 
(3.10) 
It remains only to replace qP by eP on the left-hand side of (3.10). Now, 
CL = -logp-(np)-1{~,+f(l-p))+O(n-2), 
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+ O,(n -3’4). 
Therefore, if we replace up by 5, on the left-hand side of (3.10), we must 
subtract {np(l -~)}-~‘~{$(l -~)+e,} 4(z) from the right-hand side of 
(3.10). 
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